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Enhanced Forest Inventories
AR E A B AS E D ( C E L L )
LiDAR metrics on 20x20m grid cells
+ Ground Plots (spatially linked to cells)
= Models to Predict:
•
•

Gross and Merch m3/ha, Avg Ht and DBH
Products, Piece size, Basal Area, Biomass

VS

I N D I V I D U AL T R E E C R O W N S
“Bottom  Up” inventory
•
Individual tree crowns segmented out (> 5m tall)
•
Attributes assigned to each tree (height, aspect,
elevation, crown metrics, etc.)
•
Species and diameter predicted for each tree, BA
and volumes calculated using local taper
equations.

LiDAR Inventories: ABA vs ITC
Cells themed on Volume/ha

Individual trees themed on Volume/tree.
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Both Provide Estimates

Area Based vs Individual Tree
ABA

ITC

►

►

►

►
►

Proven ability to predict key
attributes such as volume/ha
with high correlation to ground
plots.
No guarantee total volume
represents the population
unless proper sample design
/adjustment is used.
Less reliable estimates of DBH,
piece size, log products.
No information on Species.

►

►

Provides very detailed estimates of
all desired inventory attributes
including species, diameter, log
products, etc.
Lots of moving parts that can
introduce error (segmentation,
species predict, diameter predict)...
often not well quantified.
Calibrated using cruises but no
guarantee values represent the
population unless proper sample
design/adjustment is used.
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The Hybrid Approach – Big Picture
Combing ABA and ITC approaches
Based on Object Raku ITC data
►
►
►

Updated segmentation algorithm (Feb 2019)
Species prediction model (TSI Software leveraging machine learning)
Diameter predictions: Regressions built from >200,000 trees for 10 species and
many BEC subzones (cruise plot data, local densities). Function of tree ht,
species, and local density (ITI density adjusted up)

~100 fixed area (400m2) plots in AOI
►

Collected prior to project, not random (capture range of conditions)

Populated 400m2 Hexagons with ITC data (per ha values)
Used Plots to adjust ITC Hex values to improve correlation with ground plots
Ideally would have then used Plot Totals to adjust Hex Totals to ensure
population was appropriately represented (but plots not random)
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Visual Example

ITC Data Aggregated to Hex ’s
ITC Segments Over CHM

ITC Segments Themed on Species

ITC Segments: Vol/Tree, Hex: Vol/ha

Debated trying to sample and adjust at the ITC level – but plot data did not support that.
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Correcting for SPH

ITC SPH Corrected with Plots

In each Hex, trees split into “Short” and “Tall” buckets because ITC is better at
finding the Tall trees (better r² values). (2 regressions)
Adjusted SPH for each plot shown below (bias removed, large residuals)
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Correcting for Volume

ITC Volume Corrected with Plot Data

Only updated values where TSI SPH >200 (assumed low density plots were well
captured by the ITC process)
Adjusted Volume for each plot as shown below. Regression based on ITC volume,
Max Height in Hex, and CHM volume (X*Y*ht) in Hex.
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Assigning Heights

ITC Data + Adjusted Tree List

Max Height (Tallest Trees in ITC)
Top Height (4 largest DBH from ITC)
Lorey Height
►

31.7m
28.6m
24.8m

weighted average based on full tree
list (including those not in ITC).

Leaning heavily on accuracy of Lidar
measured heights.
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Creating A ‘Full’ Tree List

Extrapolating from ITC Trees

Goal is to provide reasonable estimate of tree/log profile so the number
of trees in each 2m height class were estimated.
Currently no guarantee volumes would match (Tree List vs Hex Total)
Step 1: Create a Weibull distribution for the ITC tree heights
Step 2: Create a Weibull distribution of the Plot tree heights
Step 3: Where a is the shape parameter and b is the scale parameter
►
►

Get sets of a and b for each plot; one from field measured trees and one from
ITC segmented trees
Use linear regression analysis to adjust Weibull parameters estimated from ITC
trees, with help of other potential variables (i.e. max height, min height)
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Creating A ‘Full’ Tree List

Extrapolating from ITC Trees
Tree List Creation
►

Weibull distribution curves
►
►
►

►
►
►

Blue line: Weibull from TSI trees
Red line: Weibull from field trees
Green line: predicted new Weibull

Use predicted stem/plot to fill trees into the
2-m height classes
Match the top four trees with TSI trees
Intent is to fill in small trees without losing
tall trees
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Creating A ‘Full’ Tree List

Extrapolating from ITC Trees

Trees Heights from all Plots:
- Fills in small trees
- Large trees match ITC trees
Weibull approach appears to
work well at multi plot level
but does not do as well at the
single plot level (much fewer
trees)
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Creating A ‘Full’ Tree List

Extrapolating from ITC Trees
Diameter is assigned to each
2m height class using a
weighted average species
DBH taken from one of three
height cohorts in the ITC
data.
This ensures that if species
are not spread uniformly
throughout the vertical stand
structure, differences are
recognized in the DBH
prediction.
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Avg DBH and Basal Area

Extrapolating from ITC Trees

Avg DBH and QMD – based on merchantable trees in full
tree list
Basal Area – based on merchantable trees in full tree list.
ITC vs Field

Full Tree List vs Field
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Final Product

Hexs with Adjusted Attributes
Vol/ha
SPH
Piece size
Species %’s
Avg DBH, QMD
Basal Area
Max ht, Top Ht, Lorey ht
Tree List (2m diameter classes)
►
►
►

# of trees in class
Avg DBH of trees in class
Could easily be bucked into log products
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Testing Against Cruised Blocks

Adjusted Hex Dataset Attributes
Total Gross m3
ITC estimate close
to begin with.
Adjusted
estimates also
good (no real
improvement over
ITC)
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Testing Against Cruised Blocks

Adjusted Hex Dataset Attributes
Stems / ha
ITC estimate
consistently Low.
Adjusted estimates
much closer to
cruise.
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Testing Against Cruised Blocks

Adjusted Hex Dataset Attributes
Piece Size (m3/tree)
ITC estimate
consistently high.
Adjusted estimates
much closer to cruise
due to infill of stems
to ITC data.
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Testing Against Cruised Blocks

Adjusted Hex Dataset Attributes
Diameters (DBH)
ITC estimate
consistently high due
to missing smaller
trees.
Adjusted estimates
generally closer to
cruise due to infill of
smaller stems.
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Summary

Hybrid ITC and ABA Inventory
A hybrid inventory built by adjusting ITC data using plots provides improved
estimates of stand attributes (volume, Ht, Avg DBH, piece size) vs ITC alone.
►

No longer can do species specific log products (unless general species profiles are used)

Species distribution is provided but is 100% based on ITC (no adjustments).
Full tree list is provided (approximated). Will perform worst in very uniform stands
because fitted to a distribution.
Area for future improvement:
►
►

Iterate to get tree list volume to match cell prediction volume
Ensure plot data collection is part of a good sample design so the population totals can be
adjusted.

Adding statistical adjustment to the ITC product costs $’s but provides confidence.
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Questions?

Cam Brown MF, RPF
Manager RMT Group
Salmon Arm, BC
tel 250-832-3366 ext 220
cell 250-833-6631

